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Executive Summary

Selected general computer controls for the Class and Club Prophet Point of Sale
(POS) applications, which support revenue transaction processing for
approximately 72 percent of the $11.8 million Department of Park and Recreation
(PKR) Fiscal Year (FY) 2010 budgeted revenue, are generally not well designed
or properly implemented.

Specifically, the PKR information
technology function, which
operates independently of the
City’s Department of
Communication and Information
Services (CIS), has not established
general computer controls over
change management, security
administration, and computer
operations for these POS
applications. Without general
computer controls over the Class
and Club Prophet POS
applications, PKR cannot ensure
the accuracy and completeness of
revenue processing.

At the request of the Office of the
City Auditor, the PKR information
technology function completed a
general computer control self-
assessment using Control
Objectives for Information and
related Technology (CoBIT)
criteria. This self-assessment is an
important evaluation tool to help
PKR identify risks and correct
control deficiencies to minimize
those risks.

General Computer Controls

General computer control applies to all information systems—
mainframe, minicomputer, network, and end-user
environments.

General computer controls includes entity wide security
program planning [security], management, control over data
center operations [computer operations], system software
acquisition and maintenance [change management], access
security [security] …More specifically:

 System software (change management) control
includes control over the acquisition, implementation,
and maintenance of all system software, including
operating system, data-based management systems,
telecommunications, security software, and utility
programs.

 Access security (security) control protects the
systems and network from inappropriate access and
unauthorized use by hackers and other trespassers or
inappropriate use by…personnel. Specific control
activities include…restrictions on users to allow
access only to system functions that they need;
software and hardware “firewalls” to restrict access to
assets, computers, and networks by external persons;
and frequent changes of passwords and deactivation
of former employees’ passwords.

 Data center and client-server operations
(computer operations) controls include backup and
recovery procedures, and contingency and disaster
planning. In addition, data center operations controls
also included job set-up and scheduling procedures
and controls over operator activities.

Source: General Accounting Office, Standards for Internal
Control in the Federal Government (GAO/AIMD-00-21.3.1),
pages 16-17
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The PKR self-assessment identified general computer controls deficiencies
discussed in Sections II, III and IV of this report. PKR management determined
that:

 39 percent of the Club Prophet and 22 percent of the Class POS
applications’ general computer controls are at a Control Maturity Stage 1

 35 percent of the Club Prophet and 39 percent of the Class POS
applications’ general computer controls are at a Control Maturity Stage 2

According to the CoBIT Maturity Model for
Internal Control, general computer controls
between Control Maturity Stage 1 and
Control Maturity Stage 2 indicate that:

 There is some recognition of the
need for internal controls; therefore,
the approach to risk and control
requirements is ad hoc and
disorganized

 The existing internal controls are
repeatable, but intuitive; therefore,
they are inconsistently performed

The PKR recently implemented the Club
Prophet and Class POS applications as
revenues increased in the Athletic Field and
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Rental Reservations, Community Recreation
Centers, and the full-service golf facilities.

refore, it is reasonable to expect that PKR’s primary objective would be to
blish the business processes supported by each of these POS applications
er than focusing on the establishment of the general computer controls.

Class POS application supports approximately $4.1 million in annual
nue transaction processing for Athletic Field and Rental Reservations and
Community Recreation Centers. The Club Prophet POS application supports
roximately $4.3 million in annual revenue transaction processing for the full-
ice golf facilities, including the golf range and the golf pro shops.

report issues and associated recommendations related to certain aspects of
rity administration have been omitted from this report. Our decision to

ude this information is based on:
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 Government Auditing Standards, July 2007 Revision, Sections 8.38 –
8.42 Reporting Confidential or Sensitive Information; and,

 Texas Government Code Section 552.139. EXCEPTION:
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION RELATED TO SECURITY OR
INFRASTRUCTURE ISSUES FOR COMPUTERS

Security Administration general computer control issues have been
communicated to the appropriate PKR personnel in the Confidential Security
Administration Limited Use Report – Audit of Selected General Computer
Controls Over Various Revenue Sources for the Department of Park and
Recreation.

The audit objective was to evaluate selected PKR general computer controls
over POS applications which support processing of approximately 72 percent of
the PKR revenues for FY 2010. The scope of the audit covered the general
computer control areas of change management, security administration, and
computer operations from October 2009 to July 2010.

Management’s response to this report is included as Appendix III.
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Audit Results
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Overall Conclusion

Selected general computer controls for the Class and Club Prophet Point of Sale
(POS) applications, which support revenue transaction processing for
approximately 72 percent of the $11.8 million Department of Park and Recreation
(PKR) Fiscal Year (FY) 2010 budgeted revenue, are generally not well designed
or properly implemented.

Specifically, the PKR information technology function, which operates
independently of the City’s Department of Communication and Information
Services (CIS), has not established general computer controls over change
management, security administration, and computer operations for these POS
applications. Without general computer controls over the Class and Club
Prophet POS applications, PKR cannot ensure the accuracy and completeness
of revenue processing.

Section I: General Computer Controls Are Not Implemented

Policies and Procedures Were Not Established or Documented

Policies and procedures to support the
control activities related to change
management, security administration,
and computer operations were generally
not established or documented for the
Class and Club Prophet POS
applications. In addition, a process to
consider the development and
management of the policies and
procedures is not in place. As a result,
certain information technology control
activities are not performed consistently
or performed at all.

For example, server configuration
backups are not performed on a pre-
determined schedule. The Club Prophet
POS server configuration backup is not
performed regularly or as frequently as
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which is performed at least quarterly. As a result, the Club Prophet POS server
may not be available for timely recovery when the server malfunctions and golf
tee-times may not be scheduled through the POS application.

Additionally, neither of these POS applications has enabled password policies to
ensure that inappropriate users do not have access to add, delete, or modify
revenue transactions. Therefore, there is increased risk that the generated
revenue transactions might not accurately reflect actual transactions.

Without up-to-date policies and procedures, information technology control
activities may not be consistently performed or performed at all. For example,
both the POS applications rely on the vendor for change management; however,
there is no clear policy on how to manage these vendor services. So, there is no
identification of potential risks such as vendor access to data and no
accountability for services received.

Current policies and procedures that would formalize the information technology
activities would help the information technology function execute job
responsibilities consistently, properly assign accountability, and effectively
manage information technology processes.

Recommendation I

We recommend the Director of PKR ensure that for POS applications:

 Policies and procedures for change management, security administration,
and computer operations are established and documented

 Policies and procedures consider unique circumstances, such as reliance
on third party services

Please see Appendix III for management’s response to the recommendation.
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Certain General Computer Controls Support Provided by
Vendors Are Not Appropriately Documented and Managed

The PKR uses third party service providers
(vendors) to provide certain general
computer controls support for the Class and
Club Prophet POS applications, such as
change management, without a formal
operating level agreement (OLA). Although
software license agreements are in place,
these agreements do not sufficiently cover
the expanded support currently provided by
the vendors. Without adequate OLAs
between PKR and the vendors, there is not a
clear definition of roles, responsibilities, and
expectations. Additionally, the PKR may become too v
could result in unforeseen costs and complexities in mana

For example, PKR does not have a process in place
manage application customizations made by the vendor
Club Prophet POS application was customized signific
adjust the application for the City’s unique business struc
Although the vendor complied with these customizatio
does not have the responsibility for:

 Evaluating the impact of the customizations on fu
application upgrades or the future maintenance of

 Providing the information necessary to
requirements, if the City decides to use a different

In addition, PKR contracts with vendors that establish
shops do not consider information security requiremen
passwords or installing anti-virus software on the work
laptops). Therefore, there is a risk that a non-City emplo
could inadvertently or maliciously commit fraud that affec
introduce a virus to the server.

Managing vendors appropriately is accomplished
responsibilities, and expectations through OLAs and
activities for compliance with those agreements.
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Recommendation II

We recommend the Director of PKR:

 Establish and document OLAs with vendors to ensure that roles,
responsibilities, and expectations are defined

 Monitor vendor agreements periodically to verify compliance with OLAs

Please see Appendix III for management’s response to the recommendation.
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Section II: Change Management

Application Changes Are Not Formally Approved, Planned, and
Tested

Changes to the data and the system for the Class and Club Prophet POS
applications are not always formally approved, planned, and tested prior to
implementation. Instead, changes to the data and the system are completed in
an ad-hoc manner. Additionally, PKR does not periodically review changes that
were implemented to validate that only planned and authorized changes were
introduced into production. Ad-hoc change management could jeopardize the
reliability of data because errors or incomplete changes may be introduced into
production and disrupt business operations. Specifically, PKR does not have
formal processes in place to:

Track user requests and approvals for change requests

 Class POS – The vendor’s online customer inquiry portal, which PKR
relies on to manage all change requests, does not capture sufficient
detail regarding the change requests

 Club Prophet POS – There is not a consistent method to track changes
and communicate the impact of these changes to all vendors and the
application users because change requests are initiated through
various methods (e.g., phone call, e-mail) and from various sources
(e.g., PKR personnel or golf pro shop vendors)

Test change requests

 Class POS – Testing is completed only for upgrades and often with limited
user involvement. If testing is performed, the supporting documentation is
not retained for future reference.

 Club Prophet POS – Testing of change requests is often completed by the
vendor and often with limited PKR user involvement
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Migration of change requests to production

 Club Prophet POS – Duties are not properly segregated because PKR
has granted full production access to the vendor to allow the vendor to
implement changes (e.g., the vendor develops the change request and
migrates the change request into production)

The PKR has not implemented
compensating controls, such as: (1)
limiting vendor access to an as-needed
basis; (2) monitoring the vendor’s access
through a combination of reports and audit
logs; and, (3) evaluating whether the
vendor’s access and the change request
log appear to be in sync.

Change management procedures that
include formal processes for tracking
change requests, performing an
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Section III: Computer Operations

Data Backup and Restoration Processes Are Not Adequate

The PKR does not have adequate processes for backup and restoration of
revenue data (e.g., hardware and software systems and data sources) for non-
disaster recovery purposes. As a result, data might not be available during non-
disaster situations, such as a virus attack, and could impair PKR’s ability to serve
the citizens. The objective of non-disaster data backup and recovery is so PKR
can continue to conduct business without interruptions.

Scheduling and Monitoring of Backups

The PKR schedules daily backups for both
POS applications data; however, PKR does
not retain documentation to show that the
backups were completed as scheduled and
backup processing was resolved.

Off-site Tape Rotation

The PKR data is backed up to an external
drive; however, the external drive is
connected to the primary server and not removed off-site t
As a result, the data backups are subjected to the same c
data located on-site. Therefore, during business inte
available for recovery.

Data Restoration

Backup data is not tested periodically to ensure that bac
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Recommendation IV

We recommend the Director of PKR establish data backup and restoration
procedures to ensure that data is available during non-disaster recovery
purposes.

Please see Appendix III for management’s response to the recommendation.
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Appendix I

Background, Objective, Scope and Methodology

Background

The Department of Park and Recreation (PKR) generates revenues from several
divisions; however, there are three divisions which contribute to approximately 72
percent of the total PKR budgeted revenues for Fiscal Year (FY) 2010. The
three divisions are the Athletic Field and Rental Reservations (Reservations),
Community Recreation Centers, and Golf Facilities. The Reservations and
Community Recreation Centers work in tandem since the revenue that is
generated uses the same resources, but for different purposes (e.g., field
reservation for youth games versus concession sales at youth game events).

All three divisions and their revenue processing are managed by two point-of-
sale (POS) applications, Class and Club Prophet. These POS applications are
supported by the PKR information technology group, which operates
independently of the Department of Communication and information Services
(CIS).

Athletic and Field Reservations

The Reservations division supports all athletic and field reservations and
manages all transactions related to facility rentals, special events and runs. The
47 Community Recreation Centers are autonomously managed and handle a
myriad of transactions not supported by the Reservations division. Some of the
transactions that the Community Recreation Centers support are the issuance of
identification cards, contract fee lessons, staff taught lessons, recreation center
room reservations, and limited field reservations that are not handled by the
Reservations division.

The Reservations and the Community Recreation Center divisions’ revenues are
collected in cash, check, or credit card. The budgeted estimated revenues for
the Reservations and the Community Recreation Centers divisions are
approximately $4.1 million for FY 2010. All Reservations and Community
Recreation Centers divisions’ revenue processing is managed through the Class
POS application. The Class POS system uses a Microsoft SQL database and
operates on a Windows 2000 platform.
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Golf Facilities

The City of Dallas owns six full-service golf facilities. A full-service facility means
that the facility has an independently owned and managed golf pro shop, has the
golf range, offers golf lessons taught by certified professionals, and can host
organized golf tournaments. The golf pro shop operation is owned by
independent business owners who contract with the City for the use of the golf
course. The City owns and maintains the golf course and the business owner is
responsible for all management of the golf pro shop including the purchasing and
selling of food and drinks, clothing, and other golf related merchandise (e.g., golf
balls).

The budgeted estimated revenues for golf are approximately $4.3 million for FY
2010. Golf revenues are collected in cash, check, or credit card. The City uses
the Club Prophet POS application to support the processing of transactions at
each golf facility. The Club Prophet POS system uses a Microsoft SQL database
and operates on a Windows 2000 platform.

Objective, Scope and Methodology

We conducted this audit under the authority of the City Charter, Chapter IX,
Section 3, and in accordance with the Fiscal Year 2010 Audit Plan approved by
the City Council. This performance audit was conducted in accordance with
generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to
provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit
objective. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for
our findings and conclusions based on our audit objective.

The audit objective was to evaluate selected PKR general computer controls
over POS applications which support processing of approximately 72 percent of
the PKR revenues. The scope of the audit covered the general computer control
areas of change management, security administration, and computer operations
from October 2009 to July 2010.

The report issues and associated recommendations related to security
administration have been omitted from this report. Our decision to exclude this
information is based on:

 Government Auditing Standards, July 2007 Revision, Sections 8.38 – 8.42
Reporting Confidential or Sensitive Information; and,
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 Texas Government Code Section 552.139. EXCEPTION:
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION RELATED TO SECURITY OR
INFRASTRUCTURE ISSUES FOR COMPUTERS

Security administration general computer controls issues have been
communicated to the appropriate PKR personnel in the Confidential Security
Administration Limited Use Report - Audit of Selected General Computer
Controls Over Various Revenue Sources for the Department of Park and
Recreation.

To achieve the audit objective, we performed the following procedures:

 Reviewed existing policies and procedures and the City’s Administrative
Directives (ADs) related to information technology and compared them to
the best practices identified in Control Objectives for Information and
related Technology (CoBIT)

 Benchmarked the general computer controls by using the Office of the
City Auditor’s current and prior audit knowledge, prior results from external
auditors, and the CoBIT Maturity Model for Internal Control

 Evaluated general computer controls for compliance with the best
practices

 Interviewed personnel who support the PKR information technology
infrastructure (mainframe, network, and client server environments), as
well as the personnel involved in the revenue transaction processing

 Reviewed various documents, including PKR’s FY 2010 budget, selected
daily cash reports, contracts, organization charts, etc.

Additionally, we completed a reasonableness analysis to determine which
industry best practice framework would be most relevant to the City’s
environment. We verified that the CoBIT framework initially served as the
framework for the contents in the ADs as identified in AD 2-02, Systems
Development Life Cycle. Additionally, the Texas Local Government Code that
was cited in the ADs and the Federal Information System Controls Audit Manual
(FISCAM) developed by the Government Accountability Office (GAO) were
considered. We also verified that the City’s external auditors use the CoBIT
framework in the annual financial audits. As a result, the Office of the City
Auditor considered the CoBIT framework a reasonable best practice framework
against which to evaluate general computer controls.
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Control matrices for security administration, change management, and computer
operations were generated and shared with the Department of Park and
Recreation (PKR) management during the course of fieldwork.
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Appendix II

Major Contributors to This Report

Carol A. Smith, CPA, CIA, CFE – Assistant City Auditor
Mamatha Sparks, CIA, CISA – Project Manager
Theresa Hampden, CPA – Quality Control Manager
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Appendix III

Management’s Response
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